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A General Theory of Relativistic Gravitational
Energy-Momentum Localization

by Jean Chevalier1)

University of Geneva, Department of Theoretical Physics

(21. III. 1976)

Abstract. In the framework of Scherrer's linear (tetradic) formalism, field equations are
derived from a general variational principle (with the constraints gßv eag°-.„g-"',„). By elimination
of the Lagrange multipliers, we obtain six antisymmetric equations. With the ten constraints
quoted above, these 'supplementary conditions' constitute a system of sixteen equations for the
'tetrads' gK,„(x). This system, with appropriate boundary conditions, should determine the gh',„
unambiguously. It is then possible to express the gravitational energy-momentum (GEM) density
at each point of space-time (localization). The study of the weak fields then allows us to give a
physical justification of our theory, in contrast to other formalisms, which are more founded on
considerations of a mathematical nature. This paper is thus a generalization of [PA 38 481 (1976)]
where we gave a physical argument in favour of GEM-localizability in the static case.

1. Introduction

The actual state of research, in the problem of relativistic gravitational energy-
momentum (GEM) localization, is as follows. Some physicists (for example: Landau/
Lifshitz, Wheeler/Misner/Thorne) think that GEM is not localizable. On the other
hand, tetradic formalisms have been developed and have allowed one to solve the
problem in favour of localizability, at least from a formal point of view (for example:
Scherrer, Moller, Rodichev/Zadonskii). But all these theories have a major defect:
they contain specific conditions for the tetrads, which are not physically justified.
According to Meiler [1] (and we agree with him), only a good physical argument in
favour of these 'supplementary conditions' would permit the claim: GEM is
localizable.

In a recent paper [2], we showed that such an argument exists for the static case.
By analogy with the Newtonian case, we postulated that the total gravitational energy
of the system is an extremum: 8 (total gravitational energy) 0. This physically
natural requirement leads to field equations that are necessary for a precise determination

of the 'tetrads'. But these equations are covariant only under the group of
coordinate transformations consistent with the static character of the problem, namely
the purely spatial coordinate transformations. To obtain covariant equations in the
most general case, it is obviously necessary to start with a Lagrangian, the form of
which is a scalar density. The present paper is devoted to the development of this idea.

*) Supported by the Swiss National Research Fund.
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2. Construction of the Lagrangian

We construct our theory in the general framework of Scherrer's linear (tetradic)
formalism [3]. Because of this, we briefly recall its outlines.

The 'tetrads' g*\ß(x) are connected with the Einsteinian metric tensor guv(x) by
the formulas :

gM) eaga-,u(x)ga-,y(x). (2.1)

We can consider the gA'iU as covariant (coordinate) vectors. Under a coordinate
transformation x -> x, the gA\„ change as follows:

S\» Ì>> (2-2)

Let us differentiate with respect to x":

gg*-,„^ 82xa erd&djj^
8xv 8x»8xv 8 'a 8x" 8xv 8xß y '

Thus the 8gK-fU/8xv do not constitute a tensor. Interchanging the indices p and v,
and subtracting (2.3) from the obtained equality, we have:

1 /ggA',v 8g*-A _
8xa8xe [1 /dt:„ 8t-Ai

2 \ dx" 8xv 8x" 8x" [2 \ 85ca 8xß J
K }

which proves that the quantities:

n. =l(^-8AtA\ (25)J '**- 2\ 8x» 8x* l }

form a 2-covariant tensor (for each value of A). It is the simplest tensor that depends
on the first derivatives of the gÄ,j(I. We can of course form the tensor DvgA-rll, where Dv
is the usual covariant derivative. But these expressions can be written as follows:

£vg\„ fA\,a + gh'AfA + f.A) (2-6)

with/;%„ ga/Y"',Ag«.'Aga'',u K), namely a linear combination of thefKißV. The
symmetric part of the 8gKiV/8xu:

1(8jA + 8jA\ (27)- 2\8x" + 8x> J KZI)

is not a tensor. Nevertheless, the expressions:

r,\v *..V'.n» (2-8)

play an important role in this formalism, analogous to that of the rAwv of the quadratic
theory. Indeed it can be proved that the expressions :

».,"'* f£ + r:V-« (2-9)

are the components of a 1-contravariant and 1-covariant tensor. It is the covariant
derivative (in the linear theory) of the vector ir\ In particular:

<U\„=/\v„. (2.10)

vls,7 ,uv
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Our purpose is now to form all the elementary invariants that depend only on the
gA'jM and their first derivatives. One can easily verity that there are only three
possibilities:

H faB%Sy Hmf<">%$a H f% (2.11)12 3

with the definitions:

fA _ „ ,aa ,Bf\, f faJ uv — 6«, 6v, J ,aß J\ — J Aa CO 1?\
/a«v H Y"rff\t e»ey\y etc. ^U)

A» A» A being three arbitrary real numbers, we construct the Lagrangian density:12 3

S) /\S) + /\$> + A9 (2.13)
11 2 2 3 3

where 2> gH, g det(gx- f). Scherrer showed [4] that with A i, A !> A -2,it ' 12 3

the variational principle:

S f3rf4jc 0 (2.14)

leads to the ten Einstein equations for the exterior case. Obviously, these do not allow
us to determine the 16 gh\u unambiguously. We derive the six necessary supplementary
conditions in Section 4.

3. Curvature Tensors of the Linear Formalism

By analogy with the quadratic formalism, one can construct a 'curvature tensor'
from the yfuv and their first derivatives:

(3.1)r.A _ sY',\o 0y:\, a _
• "" ~ 8xl 8xa y' m7' "" 7, aar, px'

By contraction, we get successively:

r.pz r\tt„a% (=£ rtl0 in general!)

y — r,a — y, a' — ' a — ' .a •

(3.2)

(3.3)

r is the curvature scalar of the linear theory, invariant under the regular coordinate
transformations and the (global) Lorentz transformations. But r is not in general
invariant under tetrad transformations consistent with (2.1). This scalar plays an
important role in our theory (see Section 5).

On the other hand, r s gr can be written (see Appendix A):

* -^igf'a) + giH-2H). (3.4)

This form will be useful in what follows.

4. The Field Equations for the Tetrads

At the end of Section 2, we mentioned the variational principle that leads to
Einstein's equations for the exterior case. The corresponding Lagrangian density is
obtained by putting A h A 1> A -2 in (2.13).12 3
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The expression (2.13) being the most general scalar density that depends only on
the gK\„ and their first derivatives1), we postulate that the field equations for the gA'jW be
derived from a variational principle analogous to (2.14), but with constants A whose

i
ratio is different from (£:1 : — 2). On the other hand, we have to take into consideration
the conditions (2.1), so that we treat in fact a variational principle with constraints
(exterior case) :

3

and

Ud*x 0 (A:A:A*i:l:-2) (4.1)
J 12 3

G„v £„v - e^-.^-.v 0. (4.1')

(4.1) and (4.1') lead to the following field equations:

_8_
8x7

with:

^ 1
__

•J8x«)\8(8g*-J8xa)\ ÖgA-
0 (4.2)

3* § + X"\x)Gae(x) (4.3)

where the XaB(x) are ten symmetric Lagrange multipliers (tensor density of rank 2).
The sixteen equations (4.2) and the ten constraints (4.P), together with adequate boundary
conditions, should determine the sixteen tetradic components gA\u(x)an^tne ten Lagrange
multipliers A"v(x). Furthermore it is obviously necessary to know the ratio of the
coefficients A: A: A)- We shall return to this point in the next section.

12 3

One can in fact considerably simplify this procedure. The characteristic indices
A, p of the equations (4.2) are ordered according to the scheme (a,'"). After multiplication

of these relations by evgv-_u, the two characteristic indices are below and on the
left of the comma: (Äv). By symmetrization, the sixteen field equations can then be
replaced by an equivalent system often symmetric equations containing the Xuv(x) and
six antisymmetric equations not containing the Lagrange multipliers (indeed one can
easily verify that the A"v-contribution of the Lagrangian (4.3) to the equations (4.2) is
purely symmetric). To obtain the latter, it is thus sufficient to compute the purely
antisymmetric part of the field equations. The antisymmetric contributions of the § are

t
given by the following expressions (see Appendix B) :

f -*• YtA«] (da + 2fa)(Â\ - //a)
§ -> VtA„] s Hßa + 2/«)(//a - /a%) + iSa + 2fa)f\u (4.4)
2 2

§^V[a,]=-Ì(Sa/, -8Ja)
3 3

where 8X gK'a8iCt (see (2.9)). On the other hand, one can prove the identity:
(Sa + 2ff)f\n ^ -(8JU - 8Jf). (4.5)

2) f\S) + /\$> + A§ thus gives the following antisymmetric equations :

11 2 2 3 3

AVtA„] + AVia.1 + AVrA«] 0. (4.6)
11 2 2 3 3

») Of course we don't consider more complicated invariants such as HH, H2, etc.
12 3
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If we bear in mind the formulas (4.4) and (4.5), this becomes:

(A - iA)(A + 2/a)(/Â% - /A) - (A + iAW, - suff) o. (4.7)12 2 3

Notice that the choice A=i>A l>A -2 makes (4.7) identically zero.12 3

This corresponds to Einstein's equations. Discarding this possibility, we can write
quite generally the six supplementary conditions for the tetrads as follows:

A(8a + 2fa)(fk\ - fu\) + B(8J„ - 8Jf) 0. (4.8)

A and B are two real numbers, whose ratio we shall determine by studying the
case of the weak fields. With this reservation, we can claim that the equations (4.8)
constitute a very satisfactory mathematical 'solution' of the problem of determining
the tetrads. Indeed, we startedfrom the most general Lagrangian which depends only on
the gA,)H and their first derivatives.

At this point of the development, it is natural to compare the supplementary
conditions (4.8) to those of M0ller [5]. Simple but tedious calculations give the result
that both the systems are equivalent if we put:

A Q A + B A S A + B (At*a A ß ^— y -A 8
2— (4-9)

(for the meaning of the coefficients a, ß, y, 8, see [5]). The role of this remark is
important in the case of the weak field (see Section 5).

5. The Case of the Weak Field

In [5], Moller discusses exhaustively the case of the weak field. In particular, he

proves that the solutions of his equations are independent of the coefficients a, ß, y, 8.

It then results from the final remark of Section 4 that the solution obtained by Moller
is also valid for the equations (4.8) in the case of the weak field. In this section we shall
simply repeat the essentials.

We say that the gravitational field of an insular system is weak if a coordinate
system exists in which the guv have the form:

gUv(x) Vuv + hAx) (|A„v| « 1). (5.1)

The relations (2.1) then allow us to write the tetrads as follows:

**-..(*) «\ + qK,u(x) (\qA'J « 1). (5.2)

Space-time being asymptotically flat, we introduce a coordinate system, Lorentzian
at infinity, in which the gKiU have to satisfy the following boundary conditions:

A. gx,,u(x) -*¦ 8A„ for r -^ co.
B- gx',u(x) — 8KU shows the same asymptotic behaviour as the metric quantities

guv — Vuv for an insular system. This means that, if if)(x) is any of these quantities,
if) must satisfy the condition of outward radiation:

ta(Ä) + 1«) 0

for r ->¦ oo and for all values of t0 t + r/c in an arbitrary fixed interval. Moreover,
ip(x) and its first-order derivatives 8ifi/8xu must be everywhere bounded and must go
to zero at least as 1/r for r -» oo.
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If in addition we choose to work in a harmonic coordinate system, characterized
by de Donder's conditions:

±(h/-i8u°h) 0. (5.3)

Moller's supplementary conditions then lead to the unique solution:

gK',u(x) S\ + ih\(x). (5.4)

The tetradic components gA,,„(.x) are thus expressed very simply as functions of
the metric tensor gpv(x) Vuv + huy(x).

Now let us return to the equations (4.8). Is it possible that A is zero No, for our
supplementary conditions would then be reduced to 8Afu — 8ufh 0, or, in the case
of the weak field, 8fu/8x" - 8fx/8x" 0. Thus it would be sufficient that the vector/A
be the gradient of an arbitrary potential function (compatible with the boundary
conditions) for these relations to be automatically satisfied. These equations would not
be restrictive enough. It follows that A cannot be zero (by similar considerations,
Moller showed that a A 0). On the other hand, suppose quite generally B ^ 0 and
B ^ A (see (4.9) and [5]) and let gA\u(x) De tne solution of the equations (4.8) and (2.1)
(weak field). The remark at the end of Section 4 allows us to assert that these gA,,„(;t)
are also a solution of the equations (8a + 2fa)(fAu — /«"a) 0. It follows that our
gr',uix) are also a solution of dA/tf — 3„/A 0.

Let us summarize. In the case of the weak field, in harmonic coordinates which
are Lorentzian at infinity, the solution of equations (4.8) and (2.1) is simultaneously a
solution of the systems:

(Sa + 2fa)(fAu-fu\) 0 (5.5)

Wu - SuÂ 0 (5.5')

with the boundary conditions A, B. It is essential to understand that a solution of (5.5)
is necessarily a solution of (5.5'), whereas the converse is not true in general. For that
reason, in the case of the weak field, we can consider the equations (5.5) as the desired
supplementary conditions.

Starting from these considerations, we simply postulate that the supplementary
conditions (5.5) are still valid in the general case:

(Sa + 2fa)(f„\ - //a) 0. (5.6)

Thus, there are no more undetermined constant coefficients in the desired conditions.
Our conviction that (5.6) are really the 'good' equations is corroborated by the

following fact. In Einstein's theory, the field equations for the g^v(x) can be derived
from the variational principle (exterior case):

S f 9tó4;c 0 (5.7)

where 91 is the scalar curvature density. But we saw in Section 3 that it is possible to
define a curvature scalar of the linear formalism (formulas (3.1)—(3.3)). By analogy
with (5.7), let us write the variational principle:

(idéx 0 (5.8)
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taking into consideration the constraints (2.1). Because of the formula (3.4)
((8/8x")(gf-a) is an ordinary divergence), the Lagrangian density r of (5.8) is equivalent
to g(H — 2H). (5.8) then leads us to the supplementary conditions for the tetrads:

2 3

Via«] - 2Vdw 0 (5.9)
2 3

(see (4.4)). If we take into account the identity (4.5), one easily sees that the equations
(5.9) are precisely the conditions (5.6). From a purely aesthetic point of view, it seems

very satisfactory to us that the latter derive from a variational principle formally
analogous to Einstein's one.

The Schwarzschild-Scherrer solution mentioned in [2] is in fact a solution of (5.6)
and (2.1). But the diagonal Schwarzschild-Scherrer solution quoted in the same paper
does not satisfy the conditions (5.6). Here one could of course object that the relations
(5.6) were established with the help of purely mathematical considerations. Nevertheless

we think that they are justified by sound physical arguments.

(a) We obtained our supplementary conditions from a variational principle. The
importance of such principles is well known in physics.

(b) In the case of the static weak field (Newton), one easily verifies that the
solution obtained from (5.6) also satisfies the extremum principle of gravitational
energy developed in [2], which is a quite natural physical requirement.

(c) In the same Newtonian case, the spatial part of the vector 2c2/„ constitutes
the gravitational field [6]. The relations (5.5') (which result from (5.5)) then give
rot â 0. It is interesting to remark that, in this approximation, our conditions are
precisely reduced to one of the classical equations that determine the gravitational
field. The equations (5.6) are, so to speak, the relativistic generalization of rot ö 0.

6. Conclusion

Schematically, one can present the solution of the problem of relativistic GEM-
localization as follows:

(1) Solve Einstein's equations for the gß,(x):

Ruv ~ \guvR -~keTuv (6.1)

where ke 8nG/cé, T„y matter tensor (Tuv being symmetric and the supplementary
conditions (5.6) antisymmetric, the latter are also valid in the interior case).

(2) Taking into account the constraints:

guvix) eaga;u(x)ga-,v(x) (6.2)

and the boundary conditions A, B of Section 5, solve the equations for the g*\u(x):

(Sa + 2fa)(fAu-fu\) 0 (6.3)

where 8a ga,'e8iß (see Section 2).
(3) Compute the fh\uv and introduce them into the expression of the GEM-

density:

V iV + ^a,-" - 2V (6.4)
1 2 3
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where

«A.** g[-4fa,Jayegy7'' + gAH]
1 1

V g[2(fttBy - fßar)frrsega7" + gAH] (6.5)
2 2

V g[2fa(f\«gA -fxga,"1) + gAH).
3 3

Gravitational energy-momentum is thus localized.

Appendix A

We give the proof of the relation (3.4).
The covariant derivatives of the linear theory (see (2.9)) do not commute. The

commutation relations are formally analogous to those of the quadratic theory:

(S.Ap - S,pSJT:\ r;\Pr,T;\ - r-\pfT-fa. (A.l)
Let us apply this formula to the covariant vectors gK\u:

(S.aS.p - 8,p8,a)g*',u « -*¦:"„,**•.« -r^'.upn. (A.2)

On the other hand, one can prove:

SA
8x" '• KV6 •" 8x"

d Cr*. - S ¦" _ v.« o-A. vz .v _ VKu,uS ,v p_.„ 7, kvS ,a P „ 7

£^\v _ I /g^-.v £g^A 1 /8gA-,v
_

ggA-,H\

Sx" 2\ 8xu 8xv J 2\ 8xu 8x"

namely:

S,ugK'.v=A',uv. (A.3)

Taking into account (A.3), (A.2) can be rewritten:

S,pfh'.au + 0.,/\M r*-,up<r (AA)

and, by cyclic permutation of p, a, p:

S,pA\„u + S,,/\M + 3,„/\„„ 0 (A.5)

because of the cyclic character of rÄ-tUP„. Comparing with (A.4), we can write (A.5) as
follows:

rK',„pt, -S.Jx'.Pr,. (A.6)

We then get successively:

-k ._ „ ,a„ ,ß„ ,yrK, _ _ „ ,a„ ,jS„ ,ra f«,' A«v — SA, gu, gv, r tllßy — — gx, gu, gv, 0,a7 ,ßy

-gr,,'a[S,a(gAgv,'T',B,) - 8,a(gu,'ßgv,'y)-fK',ßy]

namely, if we use the simple relation :

S.ugA gAf'fau (A.7)

and after some simple calculations:

rK)suv —S\fKuv A- JvaJXu — JuaJKv (A.o)
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Contracting successively k p and A v, we obtain:

r 8af + H (H f«»frtJ. (A.9)
2 2

On the other hand, one can easily prove the following equality:

J= iggA) 2gfK (g m det(g\„)). (A. 10)

Let us multiply (A.9) by g:

t gr gSaf + gH gga;B8J« + gH
2 2

gga;> 8£ + gH iß izzAf") - i-, («*..••)•/* + gH

and, using (A. 10):

< -l-aigf'a) + gH-2gH (H^W) q.e.d. (A.ll)
OX 2 3 3

Appendix B

The Lagrangian §* of the formula (4.3) leads to the field equations (4.2). It is
rather tedious to calculate the symmetric (U&„j) and antisymmetric (VlK„i) contribu-

i i
tions of S) to the field equations. We therefore give only an example of such a

calculation, say £A •" 8$>/8gx- „. We start from:
2 ' 2

$ ¦ gH - gfaB%Sa « geTßyPß«- (B.I)
2 2

Let us calculate:

d*
~mingA'((1 ggA,-». (B.2)

Sgx'.u

On the other hand

fßy gß.-'gy.'V', -> #v

8-ÌiAg .«fa, ts,Pdj7Alfa,
SgK\u 'P<7 0g\/ '"""

Let us recall :

Ig^ -gp,'»gA (from fo..y.ft 8,0- iptt
-^.•^A,'',fr.,<r/a'.ea - gß.'%7UgÄ.'T'.p, (B.3)

namely:

|£* *,."/"« - sV'/V (B.4)
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We then have:

8§
2 8

Sg^'.u SgA, wv/y
eB

8g f. Pn + eße ^Ial fr, + eßefa. ^IêS.
Sgx-J eyJ ß" g 8g*-J ßa + & " 8gA-jB

and after some calculations

0|
êF.«?A.-W ^X- 2C/™ - fßay)frlsßgga,'" + ggAH- (B.5)

The other contributions are computed in the same way. In particular, the
antisymmetric F[a„] are given by the formulas (4.4).
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